
Dome Selector
Dimensions

Visibility

Ventilation

What are the dimensions of the 
opening? (length x width)

Select Opal or Patterned

Select Bronze or Opal

Select Clear

Part L Compliant?

Do you need to provide privacy?

If there are other ventilation methods available in the room (such as an extractor fan)

For rooms requiring minimal 
ventilation (bedrooms, lounges, 
classrooms)

Trickle Vent

For rooms with high humidity 
or requiring rapid ventilation 
(bathrooms, kitchens, swimming 
baths etc)

Opening Dome

Do you need to reduce glare/light 
transmission?

Do you require high visibility?

What shape of dome would you like?

X

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Triple Skin

Double Skin

Dome Pyramid Circular

Opening methods for Opening 
Dome
(Manual Pole, Powered, Automatic 
sensor)



Ventilation (continued)

Aesthetics

Do you wish to use the dome as 
an Access Hatch?

Concealed fixings for optimum 
smooth appearance

Standard visible security fixings

Glazing only options (no frills)

Select S30 / S90 
automatically opening 
domes

Select Access Hatch

Do you require the dome to vent 
smoke?

Yes

Yes

mardome ultra mardome premier

mardome surefit

mardome reflex

Mardome BBA Certificate

The entire Mardome Range is certified by BBA under Agreement certificate number 06/4385. Separate detail 
sheets of this certificate cover Mardome Ultra and Mardome Glass, Mardome Premier, Mardome Surefit, 
Mardome Trade and Mardome Reflex.  Copies of the certificate are available from our office, or can be 
downloaded directly from the BBA website at http://www.bbacerts.co.uk/certs/43/4385i1_web.pdf.

 ultra surefit

trade reflex

 
premier

 

Mardome Ultra is a superior range of 
dome rooflights offering a high level of 
security with a smooth, clean appearance.
The hidden ‘lock-bolt’ security system 
reduces the risk of a break-in
through the rooflight.

Mardome Trade is supplied with pre-
drilled glazing for simple installation.The 
glazing is fixed to the kerb using specially 
designed
security fittings concealing the screws.

Mardome Premier is a robust range 
of dome rooflights, constructed with a 
fully welded,
extruded aluminium frame, which secures 
the glazing to deter vandalism.

Mardome Reflex is a ‘glazing only’ 
option specially designed for the 
refurbishment sector. Mardome Reflex 
fits over existing kerbs or upstands of 
varying dimensions.

Mardome Surefit offers the same 
‘lock-bolt’ security system as 
Mardome Ultra, allowing an accurate 
and fast installation of the rooflight.
The security caps encase each of the 
rooflight fixings.

Brett Martin Daylight Systems, Sandford Close, Aldermans Green Industrial Estate, Coventry, 
West Midlands, CV2 2QU       Tel: 024 7660 2022    Fax: 024 7660 2745
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